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ASSOCIATE DEGREE LECTURE ON HIERARCHY

- The Luminaries are situated upon layers of different colors, emblematical of the
true principle of Hierarchy, which must be found at the origin of every
organization.

- Here Hierarchy is represented by the Luminaries themselves, and the light,
represented by the colors red and black, becomes less as we descend.

- Such must be the basis of every veritable and sure organization, whether it be
social, scientific, or religious.

Hierarchy Social Scientific Religious

Luminaries Executive Master God

Red Legislative Disciples Priests

Black Judicial Scholars Believers

- We adore Deity in His hierarchical manifestations in Nature, in Man, and in that
Divine “World of Spirits which is not closed to us”.

- In Man we find the same hierarchy in the three parts which constitute the human
trunk - the Stomach, the Breast, the Head, which respectively give birth: the
Stomach to the Body, which it renews; the Breast to Life, which it keeps; and the
Head to the Thought, which it manifests

- The Head and Thought, represented by the Luminaries, are the degree of Light; the
Breast and Life, represented by the Red Cloth, are the degree of Penumbra; and
the Stomach and Body, represented by the Black Cloth, are the degree of Shadow.

- In Nature as in Man will be seen that mysterious hierarchy of three degrees in the
three great divisions or kingdoms - the Mineral, the Vegetable, the Animal: the
Mineral corresponding to the Body in Man, or Dark Cloth; the Vegetable, to Life in
Man, or Red Cloth; the Animal, to Thought in Man, or the Luminaries.

- God, Man and Nature form the three great hierarchical divisions of the Universe,
and each seems animated by a power peculiar to itself.
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- Nature acts by a fatal force (guided by chance, we might say, if chance existed).
This fatal and blind force is Destiny, the God of Materialism, symbolized by the
Dark Cloth.

- Man acts by the force, half fatal and half intelligent, of his brains; by the Human
Will, equally as powerful as Destiny, and symbolized by the Red Cloth. Human Will
is the God of Pantheism.

- God acts by the superintellectual and superconscious force named Providence,
which can unite with the Human Will; but only by the free and absolute consent of
that Human Will (a great mystery, which we must abandon to your meditation).
Providence is the God of the purest Theism of the impressive Initiation of old, and
is here symbolized by the Luminaries.

- But as these three Luminaries give but one light, so these three great powers,
Destiny, Human Will, and Providence, are but one and unique Universal Force,
which occupies the center of all that exists.

- It is that great power which ancient Wisdom called Light; that Light which God
created “in the beginning”, when the Earth was without form and void; that Light
which preceded the purely physical light of the Sun.

- It is upon the perfect understanding of the analogies, nay, the identity, of these
three great forces that must be based the reconciliation of the three great
schools of modern philosophy, Atheism, Pantheism, and Theism, into one great
and strong association for the triumph of Scientific and Religious Truth: the
proclamation of but one Law, one Power, one Light, one God.

- In fine, the three Luminaries, true flambeaux of universal knowledge, symbolize
also the three great Pillars of Kabbalah upon which rests the Universe, both
intellectual and physical: Beauty, Strength, and Wisdom.

- In the Gnostic schools to which Martinism in closely connected, Beauty, whose
initial in Hebrew is G (Gomer), is the moral power, the power of Will, which is the
dispenser of life and death, of good and evil, or, in other words, the social Power;
Strength, whose initial in Hebrew is O (Oz), is the material power, dynamic or
numeric; Wisdom, whose initial in Hebrew is D (Dabar), is the spiritual power
manifested by religious and philosophical knowledge.
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- These initials, G., O., D., remind you that it is in the association of Wisdom, or
Religion and Psychic Science, of Strength, or Natural Philosophy, and of Beauty, or
Morals and Politics, that Martinists attain to the comprehension of that One Great
Principle, the Absolute, represented by the point of a sharp instrument, and
whose name, in our Mysteries, is Kabbalistically composed of the initials of
Gomer, Oz, and Dabar; viz., Beauty, Strength, and Wisdom, G., O., D.

- The applications of the few principles that have been expounded to you are
infinite.  But you alone must develop them having once perceived the route.
Meditate with all your heart upon the symbols of the three Luminaries and their
mysterious disposition, and Providence will sanctify you.

- We represent this symbol of the Luminaries with hieroglyphics and numbers.

- Teaching the great law of the Unity in Trinity, the Luminaries are represented by
the Hebrew letter aleph (a) which, in Kabbalah, is the symbol of God and of Man. It
is composed of two yods (y), one on either side of an inclined vav (v).

- These three letters, however, owing to their disposition, make but one character.

- It has three numbers: one, twenty-six, and eight.

- One, because it is the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet; Twenty-six, because it is
composed of two yods and one vav, whose value is respectively 10, 10, and 6;
Eight, because it is the sum of the theosophical reduction of 26 - i. e., 2 + 6 = 8.

- The figure 1 is the number of God, the number 26 is that of the Incommunicable
Name of Deity,  hvhy (Yod – Heh – Vav – Heh), whose letters summed form the
number 26 - i. e., h 5 +  v  6 + h 5 +  y 10 = 26.

(1) In fine, the number 8 symbolizes the Divine Unity of the Universal Circles 8, the
Heaven and the Earth, the Thought of God.


